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EFFICIENT
ALGORITHMS
FORTHEINVERSE
SPANNING-TREE
PROBLEM
DORITS. HOCHBAUM
Departmentof IndustrialEngineering and OperationsResearch, WalterA. Haas School of Business,
Universityof California, Berkeley,California 94720, hochbaum@ieor.berkeley.edu

The inverse spanning-treeproblem is to modify edge weights in a graph so that a given tree T is a minimum spanningtree. The objective
is to minimize the cost of the deviation. The cost of deviation is typically a convex function. We propose algorithmshere that are faster
than all known algorithmsfor the problem. Our algorithm'srun time for any convex inverse spanning-treeproblem is O(nm log2n) for
a graph on n nodes and m edges plus the time requiredto find the minima of the n convex deviation functions. This not only improves
on the complexity of previously known algorithmsfor the general problem, but also for algorithmsdevised for special cases. For the case
when the objective is weighted absolute deviation, Sokkalingamet al. (1999) devised an algorithmwith run time O(n2mlog(nC)) for C
the maximum edge weight. For the sum of absolute deviations our algorithmruns in time O(n2 log n), matching the run time of a recent
(Ahuja and Orlin 2000) improvementfor this case. A new algorithmfor bipartitematchingin path graphsis reportedhere with complexity
of O(n'5 log n). This leads to a second algorithmfor the sum of absolute deviations runningin O(n'5 log n log C) steps.
Received August 2001; revision received October 2002; acceptedNovember 2002.
Subject classifications: Programming:integer, algorithms,optimizationin integers. Network/graphs:flow algorithms,parametricminimum
cut. Mathematics:convexity, convex optimizationproblem.
Area of review: Optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
The inverse spanning-treeproblem is a problem in the
class of "inverseoptimization"problems. Inverse problem
theory is a subject extensively studied in the context of
tomographicstudies, seismic wave propagation,and in a
wide range of statistical inference with priors problems
(Tarantola1987, Barlow et al. 1972). In an inverse optimization problem a candidate-feasible solution is given,
and the goal is to modify the cost parameters so that
the given solution is optimal. The objective function is to
modify the costs so as to minimize the penalty incurred
by the modification of the cost parameters.In the inverse
spanning-treeproblem there is a given spanning tree T
in an edge-weighted graph. The problem is to modify the
edge weights so that the given tree is a minimum spanning
tree and so that the cost of the deviation from the original
weights is minimum.The penalty cost function is typically
a convex function of the magnitudeof the deviation.
The inverse minimum spanning-treeproblem is defined
on an undirectedgraph GT = (N', E) with edge weights ce
for all e E E and a spanning tree T. We let IN'I= n and
C
IE = m. A subgraph (N', T) for T E is said to be a
spanningtree if it is connected and acyclic.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a tree to be a
minimum spanning tree is that each out-of-tree edge i E
E\T must have a weight ci greaterthan or equal to each
of the weights of the edges in the tree on the unique path
between its endpoints.
1. For a spanning tree T let {a, b} e E\T be
DEFINITION
an out-of-treeedge. Then, the unique path Pab(T)between
a and b in T is said to be the path induced by {a, b}.
0030-364X/03/5105-0785
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If T is not a minimumspanningtree, then the rankorder
constraints,ci > cj for i E E\T, j E Pi(T), are violated for
at least one pair (i, j). To ensure that the constraintsare
satisfied, the edge weights must be modified. The penalties for deviating from the given weights of the edges are
convex functions of the type fe (x, - Ce) for e E E that are
minimized for xe = ce. Let 1= minjEEcI and u = maxjEECj.
Our formulationof the inversespanning-treeproblem(IST)
is thus:
(IST)

Min Zfj(xj cj)
jEE
subjectto xi > x

V iE\T,

je Pi(T),

1 <x,

u VjE.
•
We restrictthe discussion to the problem in integer variables. The technique, with slight modifications, is also
shown to be applicableto the continuousoptimizationproblem, in ?7.
The number of variables in this formulationis m and
the numberof constraintsis the sum of the induced paths
lengths, •~iE\T Pi(T)l, which is O(mn). We refer hereafter to the numberof variables and constraintsin the IST
formulationas N, M, respectively.

1.1. PriorResearch
Prior researchin the field of inverse optimizationproblems
has addressed,in terms of solution approaches,only a limited collection of penalty functions. These are restrictedto
the norms L1 (sum of absolute deviations), L2 (quadratic
deviations), L, (minimizingmaximumabsolute deviation),
and a variantof L,, the weightedsum of absolutedeviations.
OperationsResearch? 2003INFORMS
Vol. 51, No. 5, September-October
2003,pp.785-797
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The most efficient algorithms for IST were developed
recently by Sokkalingam et al. (1999) and by Ahuja
and Orlin (2000). Sokkalingam et al. (1999) studied the
problem for three specific convex penalty functions: sum
of absolute deviations where fi(xi) = Ixi - ci,I weighted
sum of absolute deviations where fi(xi) = Wilxi- cil,
and maximum absolute deviation that seeks to minimize
maxiE lxi - ci. The run times for these three cases are
O(n3), O(n2mlog(nC)), and O(n2), respectively. Ahuja
and Orlin (2000) further improved the algorithm for the
objective function of the sum of absolute deviations, L,,
improvingthe complexity from O(n3) to O(n2log n). This
improvementwas achieved by consideringa modified path
graph,which we call the reformulation.This reformulation,
with some adjustments,is importantin achieving fasterrun
times for the algorithmsreportedhere as well.
Other efficient algorithms for the problem have been
devised for problems that generalize IST. These algorithmswere not devised specifically for the convex IST, but
ratherfor the convex dual of minimum cost network flow,
(DMCNF). In this dual formulationthe dual variables of
the flow balance constraints,xj, and the dual variables of
the capacityconstraints,zij, in a graphG' = (V', A') appear
with convex cost functions fj() and e1j() in the objective:
(DMCNF)

L

Min Lfj(xj)+
jEV'

for (i, j) e A',

subject to xi - xj ?z,
uj > xj > lj,
z >0,

ej(zj)

(i,j)eA'

(i, j)

j E V',
A'.

Obviously,IST is a DMCNF problem with zij = 0.
Two differentpolynomial time algorithmswere devised
for the convex dual of minimum cost network flow
in articles by Ahuja et al. (1999a, b). The algorithm
reported in Ahuja et al. (1999a) has a running time of
O(MNlog(N2/M)log(NU)), where N = IV', M = IA'l,
and U = maxjEv,{uj - lj. The algorithmreportedin Ahuja
et al. (1999b) has the runningtime of solving the minimum
s, t-cut problem log U times. We refer to these algorithms
as AHOa and AHOb, respectively.
When zij = 0, the minimum s, t-cut problem in the
AHOb algorithmis solved on a graphwith O(N) nodes and
O(M) arcs for a total run time of O(MN log(N2/M) log U)
using, e.g., the algorithmof Goldbergand Tarjan(1988) as
the minimumcut algorithm.
Part of the contributionhere is to consider the properties of the graph in which the minimum cut' is solved
and derive better run times for this algorithm. Denoting
by T(n, m, L) the complexity of solving the minimumcut
problem on a graph with n nodes, m arcs, and maximum
label or distance from source to sink L, the complexity of
the AHOb algorithmis O(log U - T(N, M, L)).
The convex inverse spanning-treeproblemis also a special case of the convex cost-closureproblem(CCC) studied
by Hochbaumand Queyranne(2003). For a set of variables

V' and a set of ordered pairs A', the formulation of the
problem is

(CCC)

Min E f(xj)
jEV'

subject to xi - xj0> 0 V (i, j) eA',
ij < xj < uj, j E V'.
The algorithm of Hochbaum and Queyranne has the
complexity of a (parametric)minimum cut on a graph
associated with the formulation, TP(n', m', L), plus the
complexity of finding the minima of the convex functions that form the penalty functions, O(TP(n', m', L) +
n'log U). Note that finding the minima of n weighted
deviation functions or of quadraticdeviation functions can
be accomplished in O(n). The most efficient algorithms
reported here for the convex IST problem use the CCC
algorithmof Hochbaumand Queyranne(2003).

1.2. MainContributions
The formulationof IST introducedhere is different from
the one previously used in Sokkalingamet al. (1999) and
Ahuja and Orlin (2000). That formulationis a dual of the
assignmentproblem.We believe that our formulationis particularly amenable to efficient algorithms in that it makes
the role of the minimumcut structureof the problem transparent.Ourresults exploit the special structureof the graph
associatedwith the formulation.That graph,called the path
graph, is bipartite with TI and IE\TI nodes in the two
parts of the bipartition,respectively, and an edge between
each node representingan out-of-treeedge j and the nodes
representingin-tree edges on the induced path Pj(T) (see
Figure 1 for illustration).We use the fact that the graph is
bipartiteand then reformulatethe problem with fewer constraintsto obtain furtherimprovements.Our major contributions here are:
1. For any convex deviation function an algorithm of
complexity O(mn log n log(n/ log n) + n log C). This algorithm improves on the run time of the algorithmof Ahuja
The path graphfor the tree in Figure 2.
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et al. (1999a), O(m2nlog(m/n) log nC). The algorithm
here is, furthermore,a uniform algorithmregardlessof the
type of objective function.
2. For the weighted absolute deviation function or for
quadraticdeviation function (as well as other easily minimized convex functions), the run time of the algorithmis
O(mn log n log(n/log n)). It matches the bound of Ahuja
and Orlin (2000) for unit weight deviations (L, norm) of
O(n2logn). A second algorithm we propose for the L,
norm has complexity of O(n'5 log n log C), which is the
best run time when C < 2,.
3. For the min max deviation case (L, norm), the complexity is O(m log n). This improves on the O(n2) bound
of Sokkalingamet al. (1999) for nondense graphs.
4. We introducea new algorithmfor bipartitematching
in path graphs of complexity O(n'5 log n). This improves
by a factor of /n_on the result of Ahuja and Orlin (2000)
for node-weightedbipartitematchingon path graphs when
the node weights are all equal.
In Table 1 we show the complexity of algorithmssolving
the problem here and in prior papers. Run times preceded
by a * appearedpreviously in the literature,whereas the
others are developedhere. The best run times are indicated
with the symbol >. The results on each line of the table
indicatethe referenceto the algorithmadapted.On the right
column the algorithmsare used with the reformulation.All
run times reportedare for solving the problem in integer
variables.Solving the problemin continuousvariableswith
accuracyE is equivalentto solving in integers on a grid of
size E. The only requiredadjustmentis to replace C, in the
Table 1.

run times that include it, by C/E. (This issue is discussed
in detail in ?7.)
The structure of the paper is as follows. We first
describe the closure graph associated with the formulation
of IST. We then describe the reformulationthat has only
O(mlog n) constraints and O(m) variables and establish
a couple of importantpropertiesbounding the maximum
distance label in the graph associated with the reformulation and characterizingthe paths in the residual graph.
These propertiesare summarizedin lemmas that are used
in the implementationdescribed in later sections. We then
describe the algorithms using the cut-based algorithm of
Ahuja et al. (1999b) and the relatedsubroutinesolving minimum cut on "almostbipartite"graphs.We detail the necessary adaptationsand propertiesneeded to improve the run
time complexity for the general convex problem and for
the L1 norm. We show how to adapt a variantof Dinic's
(1970) algorithmfor the L, norm and consequentlygenerate an algorithmthat solves the maximumbipartitematching in path graphs in O(n5s log n). Next, the algorithmof
Hochbaumand Queyranne(2003) for CCC is sketchedwith
the descriptionof the adaptationsto the special structureof
the IST path graph.We introducein ?6.2 a new algorithm
for the L, norm, based on the reformulation.Finally, we
comment about the problem in continuous variables and
about convex quadraticpenalty functions.

2. PRELIMINARIES
The inverse spanning-treeproblem is defined for an undirected graph G' = (N', E) with edge weights ce for all

Complexity of algorithmsfor the inverse spanning-treeproblem.

PenaltyFunction
Convex

Weightedabsolute
deviation
Absolutedeviation
Maximumabsolute
deviation

Best ResultsandTheirAdaptations
*O(mnlog n log nC) = O(m2nlog n log nC) AHOa
O(log C - TB(n,m)) = O(log C -mn2)1 AHOb
O(T '(n, m) + n log C) = O(mn2+ n log C)2 HQ
*O(mn2lognC) SAO
O(mn2log C)' AHOb
O(mn2) HQ
*O(n3) SAO
O(n2.5log C)4 AHOb
>O(n2)SAO
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Reformulation
Improvements
O(log C - mn log n log(n/ log n))3
>O(mnlog n log(n/ log n) + n log C)3

O(mnlogn log(n/ logn) log C)

r>O(mnlog n log(n/ log n))

>O(n2logn) AO
O(n2logn) HQ
>O(n'5logn log C)
t>O(mlogn)

Notes. TB(nl,n2) denotes the complexityof solving the minimums, t-cut problemon a bipartitenetworkwith n, and n2
nodes on each side of the bipartition.TB(n,, n2) denotes the complexityof solvingthe parametricminimums, t-cut problem
on a bipartitenetworkwithn, and n2 nodes on each side of the bipartition.The algorithmof Hochbaumand Queyranne
(2003) is denoted by HQ,the algorithmof Sokkalingamet al. (1999) is denoted by SAO.The algorithmof Ahujaand Orlin
(2000) is denoted by AO.
As shown in ?5, a slight adaptationof bipartite
'Althoughthe associated graphis not bipartite,it is "almostbipartite".
network-flow
algorithmssuch as that of Gusfieldet al. (1987) or the FIFOpush-relabelof Goldbergand Tarjan(1988) give
the stated runtime.
2Thisis based on the parametricimplementationof FIFOpush-relabelin bipartitegraphs (Goldbergand Tarjan1988,
Galloet al. 1989).
3Using Goldbergand Tarjan'salgorithmwithdynamictrees for a graphwith maximumlabel value n and mlog n arcs
(Goldbergand Tarjan1988).
4UsingDinic'salgorithmin "almost"simple "almost"bipartitenetworkswithmaximumflowvalue <n (?5).
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e e E and a spanningtree T. The graphGT with a spanning
tree T has an associated digraph, G, correspondingto the
CCC problem.The graph G has one node for each variable
and one arc (i, j) for each constraintxi > xj. This directed
graph G = (V, A) is referredto as the closure graph. The
number of nodes in this graph is denoted by IV I= N and
the numberof edges by AI = M.
Let (B, D) be the collection of arcs with tails at B and
heads at D. The correspondingsum of capacities of these
arcs is denoted by C(B, D), C(B, D) = EiEB, jED Cij where
c1iis the capacity of arc (i, j).
An s, t-graph is a directed graph that contains a source
node s and a sink node t. The minimum cut (or s, t-cut)
problem is to partitionthe graph into two subsets S and S
so that s e S, tE S and C(S, S) is minimum.
In a node-weighted graph with the weight of node j
equal to wj, we let the weight of a subset of nodes D c V
be denoted by w(D) = EjED WjI
A path from v, to v2 in G = (V, A) is an ordered
sequence [v , ui, i2 ... Uik,v2] where (v1, ui,), (ui,, v2),
(uij_,, uit) are all arcs in A for j = 2, ..., k. The nodes
nodesof thepath.
uil, ui2, ..., uik aresaid to be the internal
An s, t-path is a path from s to t in an s, t-graph.
The concept of residual graph is essential for maximum
flow and minimumcut algorithms.For a graph G = (V, A)
with arc capacities constraintslij < fi <, u1jand a feasible
flow f, the residualgraphwith respect to f is Gr = (V, A')
with (i, j) e Ar if either

f, < u,j
>

(i, j) E A, or
(j, i)

ZA.
An augmentingpath is an s, t-path in the residualgraph.
Given a graphwith feasible flow, f, that flow is maximum
if and only if the residual graph contains no augmenting
path. If there is an augmenting path, then the flow can
be incrementedby the bottleneck residual capacity of the
augmentingpath.
The residual flow is the maximum flow in a residual
graph.
We define the throughputof a node to be the maximum amount of flow that can be sent through that node.
The throughputis bounded by the minimum between the
total capacity of the incoming and outgoing arcs; i.e.,

fji

lji,

source s and a sink t, where s is adjacentonly to nodes in
N1 and t is adjacentonly to nodes in N2.
A set of nodes D C V in a directed graph G = (V, A)
is said to be closed if all predecessor nodes of D are also
included in D; i.e., if j E D and (i, j) e A, then i E D.
Equivalently,D is said to be closed if there are no incoming
arcs into D.

3. THE CLOSUREGRAPHASSOCIATEDWITH
A FORMULATION
OF IST
Consider the minimum closure problem, a special case of
CCC when the range of the variablesis restrictedto binary
variables.The minimumclosure problemis solved by finding a minimum s, t-cut problem on a certain graph which
will be called the associated graph of the CCC problem.
Because IST is a CCC problem, the graph that defines its
binary version minimum closure problem is its associated
graph.
(MinimumClosure)

, wj .x

Min

jEV

subject to xi-xj

>,O V(i,j) eA,
integerje V.

0<xj ,1

The minimumclosure problem is to find a closed set D so
that w(D) is of minimum weight.
Picard (1976) demonstratedthat the minimum closure
problem can be solved using a minimum cut procedureon
the associated graph. The sink set of a minimum cut is a
minimum closed set. The associated graph is an s, t-graph
that has a node j for each variablexj and an arc of infinite
capacity (i, j) for each constraintxi > xj. If the weight of
the variable wj is positive, then node j has an arc from
the source into it with capacity wj. If the node has weight
wj, which is negative, then there is an arc from j to t with
capacity -wj. Let V+ be the set of nodes with positive
weights, and V- the set of nodes with negative weights.
To see that the sink set of a minimum cut is a minimum
closed set, consider any finite s, t-cut in the graphthat partitions the set of nodes to two subsets {s} U S and {t} U S.
It is easy to see that S is a closed set because there are no
infinite capacity arcs from S to S (else the cut is not finite).
Let a cut ({s}US, SU {t}) be finite:

min{{E(i, k)EA Cik, E(k, j)EA

of a shortest path in the residThe maximum length Ckj}"
ual graph is significant in determiningthe complexity of
a number of algorithms for minimum cut (and maximum
flow). In the residual graph an arc can appearin the opposite directionto the direction it appearsin the original network. The maximumlabel of a node in the residual graph
is the maximum length of a simple shortest path over all
possible orientationsof the arcs in the graph.
A bipartitegraphon the bipartitionN, UN2 is denotedby
and IN21= n2. A bipartite
G = (N1UN2, A) with IN,I=
nl
if
to
be
unbalanced
is
said
n2 > n1 or n >>n2. A
graph
network is bipartite if it is a bipartite s, t-graph with a

min[C({s}
=min

US,

STU{t})]

E

wj+

=

in
scv.

E
j*Env+

E
jEsnV-

jESnv+

(-wj)

E
\iEv-

wj-

wi-

E
iE•snv-

wli

= min E wj - w(V-).
ScV jEY
jes

In the last expression the term w(V-) is a constant. Thus,
the closed set S of minimum weight is also the sink set of
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a minimumcut and vice versa-the sink set of a minimum
cut (which has to be finite) also minimizes the weight of
the closure.
Similarly,we map the IST's graph G' to the associated
graph G: The set of variables and nodes of the digraph
G, V, correspondsto the set of edges E of GT. For each
i E\T and je Pi(T) there is an arc (i, j) E A. The
graph G = (V, A) is bipartite with V = N, U N2 where
N, = E\T and N2 = T. Note that such a bipartite graph
is typically unbalancedfor graphsthat are not sparse, with

Thus, the subgradientor derivativeof fj(), if it exists,
is nonnegative.
In these ranges the finite differences of the convex
functions are nonnegative and nonpositive, respectively.
Therefore,wj > 0 for j E N1 and wi < 0 for i E N2 and the
associated s, t-graphfor the IST problem is bipartite.

of Sokkalingamet al. (1999), referringto such graphs as
path graphs. In Figure 1 we show part of the path graph
associated with the tree given in Figure 2 showing the path
induced by the out-of-treeedge (b, c), Pbc.
Even though the graph G is bipartite,it is not obvious
that the associated s, t-graph on which the minimum cut
problemis solved is also bipartite.In orderfor that to happen, all nodes in N, must have weights that are nonnegative
(nonpositive) and all nodes in N2 must have weights that
are nonpositive (nonnegative).(The sign of each set does
not matter as long as these are opposites.) We show next
that this is indeed the case for IST.
So far we have not commented on how the weights wj
derive from the convex objective. While these depend on
the algorithmand whetherthe problemis on integeror continuous variable,the weights in every case are some form
of derivativesof f ( ) or subgradients-finite differencesof
the form [fj(x + h) - fj(x)]/h. Recall that the functions
at for all j E E
fj () are convex with a minimumvalue 0 cj
and, thus, monotone nonincreasingfor x < cj and monotone nondecreasingfor x > cj. We next show thatthe values
of xi for i E T can be restrictedto xi < ci and the values of
xj for j E E\T can be restrictedto xi > cj.
3.1. Thereexists an optimal solution x* so thatfor
LEMMA
each i E T, x* < ci andfor each j E E\T, x* > cj.
PROOF. Suppose that x* > ci for some i E T. The function fi(xi - ci) is monotone nondecreasingfor x< > ci, thus
setting xi = ci can only decrease the value of the optimal
solution and retain the feasibility of all constraintsinvolving xi which are of the form x, ' xi.
Similarly, if x < cj for some j E\T, the increase of
the value of xj to cj retains feasibility of all constraints
involving xj and can only reduce the value of the function

M=

n- 1 = 1N21
< IN,I= m- n + 1. We adaptthe terminology

fj(x). o

As a consequence of the lemma, the formulation can
either incorporatethe modified upper and lower bounds on
the variables or, alternatively,redefine the functions fi()
for i e T:

fi(xi)

= Jfi(xi)
i0c.

if xi < ci,

Thus, the subgradientor derivativeof fi(), if it exists, is
nonpositive. Similarly,for j E E\T:

fJ(x)=

(fj(xj)

iif xj >

cj.

AND CONSTRUCTION
4. THE REFORMULATION
GRAPH
OF THEAUXILIARY
The straightforwardformulationof IST has

L

IPj(T)I

jEE\T

constraints.Because path Pj(T) can be O(n) in length, the
numberof arcs M in the associated bipartitegraph can be
as large as O(mn). We presenthere an alternativeformulation with O(m log n) constraintsand maximumlabel in the
associatedgraph O(n). Note that the reformulationis to be
used only if M > mlog n.
As motivationfor the constructionused next, considerthe
case where the IST graphis a complete bipartitegraph(also
known as biclique) with all arcs present. Then, although
many out-of-treeedges correspondto paths of length O(n),
the formulationcan be drasticallyreducedin size.
All out-of-tree edges x[2] that induce paths of length 2
are set as before, with two inequalities.However,now each
path of length 3, x[3],can be representedwith two inequalities only, one constraintthat sets it to be larger than or
equal to the weight of the path of length 2 it contains,
x[3] [2],and the other for the third edge on the induced
path. For any path of length k, the appropriateinequalities
are capturedwith only two inequalities, one with respect
to a path of length k - 1 contained in the k-path and the
second an inequalitywith the remainingsingle edge.
Note that in this example the numberof variables/edges
has not changed, but the number of inequalities is only
twice the numberof edges. The correspondinggraph thus
has m nodes and O(m) edges. However, the associated
graph is no longer bipartite-there are arcs between the
nodes of E\T.
Suppose we now have an associated graph which is not
complete. Then, we could add all the "missing" edges
as auxiliary variables to reduce the number of inequalities in the formulation.This approachentails adding edges
that were not originally in the graph, for a total of O(n2)
edges/variablesand twice as many O(n2) inequalities. We
call the edges added auxiliary edges and the resulting closure graph the auxiliary graph. The auxiliary variables
have no costs and the associated penalty function is zero.
Although the numberof arcs (inequalities)in the auxiliary
graphis relatively small, the numberof nodes can be quite
significantlylargerthan in the original associated graph.
For relativelysparsegraphsthis approachis not effective.
For such graphs we show anotherconstruction,introduced
by Ahuja and Orlin (2000), that adds only O(n) auxiliary
edges and reduces the number of inequalities to no more
than O(log n) per variable/edgefor a total of O(m) variables and O(m log n) constraints.A crucial propertyof the
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associated graph is that the maximum label is still only
O(n) even though the graphis no longer bipartite.
Ahuja and Orlin showed how to solve the inverse
spanning tree with the absolute deviation function,
EjeE Ixj-- cj.

They reduced the problem to a form of a

node-weightedbipartitematchingproblem and proposed a
constructionthat modifies the graph and reduces the number of arcs. We found that their constructionis useful in
the general case of IST and used it here to improvethe run
time of the algorithms for several cases. For the sake of
completeness we sketch the constructionthat is using the
dynamic tree data structureof Sleator and Tarjan(1983).
Our constructionis not identical to that of Ahuja and Orlin
(2000)-it is a minor variantthat has the propertyproved
in Lemma 4.3 that is not sharedby their construction.
We use the common terminologyfor a rooted tree where
an ancestorof a node is any node on the path between the
node and the root, and the descendantof a node i is any
node for which i is an ancestor.A parentof a node is an
immediate (adjacent)ancestor and a child of a node is an
immediate descendent.
We root the tree T at an arbitrarilyselected node, say
node 1. We then partitionthe edges of the tree into heavy
and light edges, where a heavy edge leads from a node
to its descendantthat carries at least half of the nodes in
the induced subtree, and light edges are all the others. A
consecutive sequence of heavy edges encounteredon a path
from a node to the root is called a heavypath. A rootedtree
depicting heavy edges in thick lines is given in Figure 2.
The out-of-treeedges are describedwith dotted lines.
LEMMA4.1 (SLEATORAND TARJAN1983). On any path

from a node to the root there are no more than log n light
edges and no more than log n heavy paths.
PROOF.Each time that the path from a node to the root
traversesa light edge, then the number of descendantsof
the node reached is doubled. Therefore, there cannot be
more than log n light edges on the path. Because any pair
of consecutiveheavy paths is separatedby at least one light
edge, then the numberof heavy paths traversedis at most
log n as well. OThe heavy and light edges in the tree.

Figure 2.

Consider the path induced by an out-of-tree edge [a, b].
The path induced is formed of two sections: The two sections of the paths from a and from b to their lowest common ancestor.(One of these two sections can be empty if
a is an ancestorof b or vice versa.) The common ancestor
that separatesthe induced path into two sections is called
the apex of the induced path. As an example, consider the
induced paths P[a,b] and P[b,c] in Figure 2 which have the
root of the tree and node d as apex, respectively.
Define a root of a heavypath to be the node on the heavy
path closest to the root of the tree.
Consider the section of the induced path P[a,b] (we omit
(T) from the notation as T will remain fixed throughout
this discussion) from a to the apex of the path. This section
traverses light edges and heavy paths where each heavy
path included is traversedfrom some internalpoint on the
heavy path (which could be the endpointof the heavy path)
to the root of the heavy path. There is at most one heavy
path, the one adjacentto the apex, that is not traversedall
the way to its root, but ratherbetween two internalpoints
of the path. For example, in Figure 2, P[b, c] traverses the
section [e, d] of a heavy path where both e and b are internal nodes to this heavy path.
We now present the set of inequalities that will ensure
that X[a,b] assumes a value at least as large as all edges
along P[a,b] Each new auxiliaryvariableintroducedwill be
indicated with the superscriptcorrespondingto the section
of the path it represents(that is, it is greateror equal to all
edge variablesfor the edges on the path).
Let a generic heavy path be [vI, ..., Vr] with root Vr

and length b. Let x[k r] be an auxiliary variable associated
with the section of the path [vk, ..., Vr]. We partition the
edges of Iv1,..., Vr] into sections of length 2 each (starting

with r). Each section of length 2 has an auxiliary variable
defined by two inequalities:
x[k, k+2]
X[kk+l]
,k1,
x[k, k+1,k+2] >

Xtk+l,k+21

Then, recursivelypartitionthe path of length p into sections of length 2q for q = 2, ..., log p:
X[1v

X[v1 ,...,29-1

v2q]

root
.

X[I
.,.V2q]

d

b

e

c

a(

(-:
o

""
,,
...................?'

??.

X[V2q-l+1....2q]

For a heavy path of length p we add at most p/2 auxiliary variablescorrespondingto sections of length 2; p/4
auxiliary variables correspondingto sections of length 4;
and p/2q auxiliary variables correspondingto sections of
length 2q, for q = 2, ..., log p. The total number of variables added per heavy path is no more than
(p/2q)
< p. Thus, the total numberof auxiliaryvariables
Z.gadded in
this fashion is no more than n.
All heavy paths, except possibly the one adjacentto the
apex, are traversedfrom some internalpoint to the root r.
To representthese sections of heavy paths compactly, we
define a collection of p - 1 auxiliary variables for each
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heavy path of length p, x[k r] for k = v1, ..., v, (there are

p edges in the path and thus p + 1 nodes including the
node r) as follows: We take the longest power-of-2-long
section contained in [k, r], s1, and then the longest section contained in the remainderof the path, s2, and so on.
It is easy to see that there are altogether no more than
O(log p - ki) sections requiredto partitionand cover the
path. For each of these sections s, we add the inequality
x[k,r] XSp.
Each variable x[k'r] thus requires up to log(p - k) such

inequalities that correspondto the binary representationof
its length. The total numberof variables x[k,r] is no more
than n for all the heavy paths in the graph.
Now, with the possible exception of the heavy path adjacent to the apex, we represent the set of inequalities for
P[a,b] as inequalities for each light edge on the path e,
X[a, b]

-

X[k'

Altogether,this requires O(log n) inequalities.
We finally address the representationof the heavy path
[v1 - -k,-.

If the set of nodes N1 is independentin the
graph (N U N2UN3, A), then any path to sink is of length
O(n2? n3) at most.
LEMMA 4.2.

Xe,

and for each heavy path on the induced path traversedfrom
an internalpoint k to its root r as
X[a, b]

O(log n) inequalitiesfor at most one heavy path adjacent
to the apex that is not traversedall the way to its root.
We thus have a total of O(logn) inequalities for each
out-of-treeedge, O(log n) inequalitiesfor each heavy path
section [k, r], and 0(1) inequalities for all other auxiliary
variables.The total numberof auxiliary variables is O(n)
and the total numberof inequalities is O(m log n). This is
insteadof the O(ELiE\TjPi(T) ) inequalitiesin the original
formulationof IST.
Considerthe associated graphwith the new formulation.
Let the set of auxiliaryvariablesbe denoted by N3. N1 and
N2 are definedas before and are both independentsets with
m - n + 1 and n - 1 nodes, respectively.Let the auxiliary
closure graphbe (N1U N2UN3, A) with n1 nodes adjacent
to the source, n2 nodes adjacentto the sink, and n3 transshipment nodes adjacentto neither source nor sink. Next,
we show thatmaximumlength of a simple pathfrom source
to sink is O(n) at most.

1...

k2,...

which the sectionthat is
Vr] for

adjacentto the apex of Pa,b is traversedbetween two internal points, [vk, ...,

a new
Vk2]. Here, we do not introduce

auxiliaryvariablecorrespondingto these sections of heavy
paths, as there could be as many as O(m) such sections,
one for each induced path. Instead, we take the longest
power-of-2-long section containedin this path, s1, and then
the longest section contained in the remainderof the path,
s2, and so on. It is easy to see that there are altogether
no more than O(log jk2- k1j) sections requiredto partition
and cover the path. For each of these sections s, we write
the inequality
X[a,b]
Xsp.

Note that there is only one internal nodes section for
each induced path, so these inequalities add only O(log n)
inequalities to the representationof each induced path.
Because all heavy paths have no more than n edges
jointly, the numberof auxiliary variablesrepresentingdisjoint sections of length 2 is at most n/2 and the numberof
auxiliary variables representingdisjoint sections of length
2q is at most n/2q. The total numberof auxiliaryvariables
correspondingto these sections for all paths is at most n.
To summarize, to enforce that the value of [a,b] is
greateror equal to the weight of all edges along the induced
path, the reformulationincludes:
O(log n) inequalities for heavy paths traversedfrom an
internalpoint to their root,
O(log n) inequalitiesfor light edges, and

Any path visits nodes of N2 U N3 at most once.
Between two consecutive visits of nodes of N1, a path must
visit a node of N2UN3. Therefore,the length of a path cannot exceed 2(n2 + n3) + 1.
PROOF.

Consequently,the maximum distance label in the reformulation graphis O(n) as required.
LEMMA
4.3. In a residualgraph definedfor a feasible flow
on the graph (N1U N2U N3, A), the shortest path from a
node of N1 to N2 or from N2 to N1 is of length O(log n)

at most.

Every node of N1 is either adjacentto a node of N2
the
latter
representsa light edge) or to some auxiliary
(if
node representinga heavy path section. All heavy path sections are representedby "binaryrepresentation"of depth
not exceeding O(log n). Thus, the number of nodes in the
path between a node of N1 and N2 is O(log n). O
PROOF.

5. ADAPTINGTHECUT-BASEDALGORITHM
FOR DMCNF
The cut-based algorithm of Ahuja et al. (1999b) for
DMCNF is based on the proximity-scaling framework
for convex separable optimization of Hochbaum and
Shanthikumar(1990). Briefly,this entails the piecewise linear approximationof the convex objective with "small"
numberof breakpointson a grid of size s thatis determined
by the relevantproximity theorem. The algorithm repeats
solving a scaled problem in binary variables for progressively smaller grid size. The problem solved at each iteration is a minimumclosure problem, as shown next.
Let the variablesbe containedin the range [1, u] and C =
u-1I. The scaled problemfor a scaling unit s and k = [C/s]
is defined as follows: Each variable xi is replaced by k
binary variables
p = 1 ..., k such that xi =
x!p,

,p=l Xi
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Each binary variableis assigned a weight that is its incremental contributionto the objective function according to
the following recursiveprocedure:

Figure 3.

The "almostbipartite"graph.
(4)
Wi

w O)=fi(l),

(3)
Wi00

= f.(1l+ ps) - fj(l+ (p - 1)s)
w(P)

for p = 1, ..., k.
(2)

The following (s-IST) is a piecewise linear approximation
of the problemon a grid of unit size s. The objectivediffers
from that of IST by the constant 0IE
j

Wi

(1)
Wi

W(0)>

k

(s-IST) Min E

()x

P)
w.(4)

jEE p=4

subject to x))

x"(P) for i~ E\T, jEPi(T)

(3)

and p= 1,..., k,
x('< xp-1)
x(P)binary

X

00

for jEE and p = 1,... ,k,

(2)
w.

for jEE and p= 1,...,k.
"?

Note that s-IST is a minimum closure problem and
denote its optimal solution by x(S). The proximity theorem for the distancebetween an optimal solution x* to IST
and the scaled problem's optimal solution x(s) is at most
one scaled unit. This is the "strongproximity theorem"of
Ahuja et al. (1999b) for homogeneous constraints,

- X(S)
1 S.
I)x*
s.
The proximity-scalingprocedurestarts with an interval
of length 4s and k = 4. In each iterationthe optimal solution of s-IST, x(s), serves as a center to a contractedinterval containing the optimal solution [x(s) - s, x(s) + s]. The
length of this intervalis 2s, half the length of the interval
in which the variableswere restrictedin the problems-IST.
Using a new scaling unit of s/2, the problem s/2-IST has
again no more than 4 binary variablesper variablexi. The
scaled problem is repeatedlysolved, each time for half as
large a value of s, until s < 1 (in which case it is set to
1). The solution to 1-IST is the optimal solution to the
problem. Thus, the proximity-scalingprocedure calls for
O(log C) solutions of a scaled problem s-IST.
The correspondingclosure graph constructionfor s-IST
has a 4-node sequence for each node in the associated
graph, each representing a value in the range 1, 2, 3, 4.
There is an arc of infinite capacity between a node representing value v - 1 to a node representingvalue v, as
illustratedin Figure 3. We call such graphsthat are derived
by replacing nodes in a bipartite graph by subgraphsof
bounded size, "almostbipartite"graphs.
The substitutionof each node in the associated bipartite
graphby a "chain"of 4 nodes implies that the structureof
an associated graph as a bipartitegraph is not preserved.
It is thus not obvious that algorithmsthat are particularly
efficient for bipartitegraphs(Ahuja et al. 1994) would still
be compatiblewith the almost bipartiteassociated graph.
The efficiency of most algorithmsfor bipartitegraphsis
derived from the length of the distance of a path between

Wi

any node and the sink. This distanceis a bound on the node
labels in the push-relabelalgorithm (Goldberg and Tarjan
1988) and the pseudoflow algorithm(Hochbaum 1997). In
Dinic's (1970) algorithm,the numberof stages is bounded,
where at each stage there are augmentationsalong shortest
paths of prescribedlength in the residual graph. We show
that in "almost bipartite"graphs the distance label is still
no more than twice the smallest side of the bipartition.
Let each node in a bipartite graph (NI, N2, A) be substituted by an arbitrary subgraph with the number of
nodes bounded by q. Denote the resulting "almost bipartite" graph by (NI, N2, A). Other than arcs within each
subgraph, there are only arcs between nodes that are in
subgraphsof N1 and nodes that are in subgraphsof N2. In
the case of the graph associated with s-IST, the subgraphs
are chains of 4 nodes and q = 4.
The longest-pathdistance between source and
in
a
sink
residual graph of (N1, N, A) for any flow f is
bounded by 2q min{n, n2
}.
PROOF.Let n2 < n1. Every residual path between source
and sink alternatesbetween subgraphsof N1 and subgraphs
of N2. Between any two visits to N1 there is at least one
node of N2. Each visit to N1 includes a sequence of q nodes
at most. Therefore, a path cannot include more than qn2
visits of subgraphs of N1 and of subgraphs of N2. The
length of any path to the sink t is therefore bounded by
2qn2. D
LEMMA 5.1.

We conclude thatthe runningtime of solving each scaled
problem is O(nzn ), the same as the running time for
a bipartite graph as in the algorithms of Gusfield et al.
(1987) or as the FIFO implementationof the push-relabel
algorithm(Goldberg and Tarjan1988). The total run time
requiredto solve IST with the proximity-scalingalgorithm
is thus O(n2m log C).
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Now consider solving the minimum cut problem s-IST
on the reformulationgraph. In that graph, the maximum
distance label is O(n), as proved in Lemma 4.2, and the
number of arcs is O(m log n). In this case it is possible
to implement the dynamic trees push-relabelalgorithmin
runtime O(mnlog n log(n/ log n)). This leads to a total run
time of O(mn log n log(n/ log n) log C).
The runningtimes of these algorithmsfor the convex IST
problem are always dominatedby the respective ones generated from adaptingthe algorithmfor CCC of Hochbaum
and Queyranne(2003). For the L, norm, however,the cutbased algorithmusing an implementationof Dinic's (1970)
algorithmyields an algorithmthat is fastest for C < 2/,
as we show next.

5.1. The Absolute DeviationObjectiveFunction
Let the "almost bipartite"graph associated with s-IST be
(N1, N2, A). For the objective function of absolute deviations, EeEE Xe- Ce , the differencesw) are all one scaling
unit s and -s for j E N1 and j E N2, respectively. Thus,
the capacities of all arcs adjacentto source and sink in the
associated network are 1.
For convenience, we prefer to work with the "reverse
graph" CV, V2, AR) which is derived from the graph
(NI, N2, A) by setting V, = N2, V2= N reversingthe directions of all arcs set with same capacities and reversingthe
roles of the source and sink. The maximum flow and minimum cut in the reverse graph are equal to the maximum
flow and minimumcut in the original graph.In this reverse
graphthe set adjacentto source is of size 4n and each node
has an incoming arc from the source of capacity 1.
Dinic's algorithm (1970) can be implemented particularly efficiently for simple networks. These are networks
where each node's throughputis 1. That is, each node has
either a single incoming arc of capacity 1 or a single outgoing arc of capacity 1. For simple networks, Even and
Tarjan(1975) showed that Dinic's algorithmcan be implemented to run in time O(V/7m'), where n', m' are the
numberof nodes and arcs, respectively,in the simple network. Although our network is not simple we can nevertheless mimic some featuresof the procedurefor s-IST and
achieve the run time of O(n25) or, with the reformulation,
O(n1Slog n).
Dinic's algorithmworks in stages, where at stage 1 there
is an augmentationof flow along all shortestpaths of length
I until the flow is blocking (meaning until there is no
further augmentationalong a path of length I or, equivalently, in a forwarddirectiononly). The residualgraphconstructed at each stage when the shortest path is of length
1 is a graph with 1 layers of nodes. It is referredto as the
i-layered network. In general, the number of stages does
not exceed the numberof nodes. Here the numberof stages
is no more than O(1N2), or O(IV1I), because this is a bound
on the maximum distance to the sink, as was shown in
Lemma 5.1.
We replace the residual graph Gr by a constructionof
the V1-residualgraph, G;1. This is a residual graph that

involves, in addition to source and sink, only nodes of
V,, and it has the propertythat the maximum flow in the
VI-residualgraphG', is of the same value and corresponds
to a maximumresidual flow in G'.
The VI-residualgraph is defined as follows. Given the
graph (VI, V2,A), a feasible flow f, and the residual graph
Gr, the graph Gr, is obtained from Gr by contractingthe
vertices of V2. This is equivalent to adding arcs between
} that have a directed
any pair of nodes u1, u2 in {s, t, V1,
in
between
them
Gr,
path
uik, u2], where all
[u1, Uil,
.....
the internal nodes of the path ui,
...,
uik are in V2. Note
that in our case k ( 4 as any path alternatesbetween nodes
of a 4-chain in V1and nodes of a 4-chain in V2.It follows
is at least 1/5 of
that any path from source to sink in
the length of a correspondingpath inG,
Gr.
LEMMA 5.2.

In an 1-layerednetworkof the residual graph

Gr for the almost bipartite graph (VI, V2,A), the maxi-

mum residualflow is at most O(n/l).
The 1-layerednetworkincludes only nodes of V1in
Each node in V1has throughI layers, V V(2)
V().
of
at
most
4.
....,
(More
precisely, each chain of 4 nodes
put
has throughputof, at most, 4.) The flow in this layerednetwork is thus at most
PROOF.

4. min IVi(P) 4. I1
1
p=l,.,l

O-().i
\l

The implementationof the algorithmworks as follows.
In a first phase we find the blocking flow in the 1-layered
This requires up to -/n consecunetwork until 1 >
•/•. running these stages, the remaintive stages. When done
as proved in
ing residual flow is no more than
O(•Jn),phase in which
the lemma above. We then apply a second
the maximum flow is found using an augmenting-paths
algorithm.
Consider the complexity of a single stage consisting of
generating the layered network and pushing the blocking
augmentingflows through.First, consider what it takes to
generatethe residualgraph G', and the layered network.A
node of a 4-chain of V2can be internalto a path between
two nodes of V1in the residual graph only if at least one
of the nodes of the 4-chain has incoming flow from a node
of V1. Consequently,there could be at most O(IV ) such
nodes of V2. Thus, the residual graph G, has at most
O(n2) arcs that can be searchedusing Breadth-First-Search
in O(n2) time.
As for the complexity of finding the blocking flow in
each stage, we will push one unit of flow at a time. (The
usual implementationis to identify the node of minimum
throughputand push/pullthat amountto the sink and from
the source.) Because each node has throughput(4 it can
be processed at most 4 times before it is eliminated. Finding one flow augmentationin the layered network is O(l),
and whenever a node is eliminated all arcs adjacent to it
are removed as well. Thus, the complexity of finding the
blocking flow in a stage is O(n2) and the removal of arcs
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when nodes are eliminated is O(n2) as well. Thus, all the
O(V/n) stages are completed in O(n25) steps.
In the second phase of the algorithm the remaining
O(J-n) units of flow are found by augmentingthe flow up
to O(JI-n)times. Findingaugmentingpathsis accomplished
by searchingthe residual graph for a path from source to
sink. Maintainingand updating the residual path involves
O(n) steps for the update of each node along the path
along which the flow was augmented. The search for an
augmentingpath is O(n2) at most. Thus, the second phase
of the algorithm also has complexity O(n25), and therefore the complexity of the algorithmfor finding maximum
flow (and minimumcut) on the "almostbipartite"graphis
O(n25). The total complexity of solving the IST problem
with this implementationof the maximum flow algorithm
used at each scaling step is O(n25log C).
5.1.1. The Absolute Deviation Case with the Reformulation. The reformulation of the associated graph
called the auxiliary graph is describedin ?4. For our purposes here it is importantto note several propertiesof the
auxiliary graph. A set of nodes V3 that serves as intermediary nodes between V1 and V2 is added to the graph
(V1, V2,A). The number of nodes in V3 is O(n), and the
maximum degree of each node in the auxiliary graph is
O(log n). The maximum distance label in the auxiliary
graphis O(n) and the distancefrom nodes of V, to nodes of
V2that are their neighborsin the associated graphdoes not
exceed O(log n), and vice versa. Therefore,in the residual
auxiliarygraphthe distancefrom one node of V, to another
is at most O(log n).
We now construct a layered network where each layer
has only nodes of V1,and two consecutive layers are separated by nodes of V3U V2 that are internal to some path
between two nodes of V1.As before, thereare at most O(n)
nodes of V2 that are internal to any path between nodes
of V1.The constructionof the i-layered network for each
stage thus takes O(n log n) steps, and for all In- stages it
is O(n/n logn).
Although some nodes have throughputlargerthan 1, we
push flow from the first layer of V1nodes 1 unit at a time
along a pathto sink. Each node on the path gets its throughput reducedby 1 unit and each residualpath along the path
gets its capacity reduced by 1 unit. If a node's throughput
has become zero, it is eliminated along with its adjacent
arcs. The complexity of a push of a single unit is O(l log n)
because two adjacentlayers are separatedby paths of length
not exceeding log n. Throughouta single stage, at most
O(n log n) residual arcs are eliminated. Because i-layered
and the total flow
networksand stages are used until 1;>
in all stages is O(n), the complexity of pushing the flow
through the layered networks in the first phase is at most
O(n,/n log n).
Finally, finding each augmenting path in the residual
graphand updatingthe residualgraphis at most O(n log n).
Because there are up to O( fn) units of residual flow, the
total complexity is O(n1s5log n). This implies in particular that finding the maximum bipartite matching in path

graphs or their extension to almost bipartite path graphs
can be accomplished in O(n'1 log n). This is faster than
the algorithm of Ahuja and Orlin (2000) for this problem, O(n2log n), although the latter works also for nodeweighted bipartitematchingin path graphs.
For the IST problem with the L1 norm, this leads to a
O(n'15log n log C) algorithm which is more efficient than
other algorithmsfor C < 2k.

6. USINGTHECONVEXCOST
CLOSUREALGORITHM
The convex closure algorithmof Hochbaumand Queyranne
(2003) works in two steps, where in step 1 a parametric
minimum cut problem is solved and in step 2 the values
of the variables are determined.The outcome of the first
step is a partitionof the set of variables into V, U... U Vp
and the interval [1, u] into a collection of p subintervals,
for k = 1,..., p, where ao = l and a = u. The
(akl,9 ak]
of
property an optimal solution is that all variables in the
same subset Vkassume an identical value which falls in the
correspondinginterval (ak-1, ak].
In the first step, the CCC problemis reducedto its binary
counterpart-the minimum closure problem. The key to
this reduction is in the threshold theorem, Theorem 6.1.
The thresholdtheorem makes use of the derivativesof the

functionsfj() denotedby fj'(). If the functionsare not

differentiable,then the discrete equivalentof the derivative,
fj(A) = fj(A + 1) - fj(A) is used. This definition will be
adjustedfor the problem on continuousvariablesdiscussed
in ?7.
THEOREM6.1 (HOCHBAUM AND QUEYRANNE 2003). Let

wi = fi'(A) be the weight assigned to node i, i = 1,..., n
in a minimumclosureproblem defined on the partial order
graph G = (V, A). Let S* be the minimal minimumweight
closed set in this graph. Then, an optimal solution x* to
the convex cost closure problem satisfies x7 > A if i E S*
and x* < A if i e S*.
One obvious method of using the thresholdtheorem for
solving CCC is to performa search by calling for the solution of the minimumclosure problem for all integer values
of A in the interval (1, u). A more careful analysis shows
that phase 1 can be solved more efficiently.
Let GA be the graph associated with the minimum closure problem with weights wi = f'i(A). Denote the source
set of a minimum cut in the graph GA by SA. Consider
varyingthe value of A in the interval [l, u]. As the value of
A increases, the sink set becomes smaller and containedin
the previous sink sets correspondingto smallervalues of A.
Specifically, for some A < l, S = {s} and for some A > u,
SA= VU {s}. We call each value of A where SA strictly
increases a node-shiftingbreakpoint.For A1< ... < A,, the
set of all node-shiftingbreakpoints,we get a corresponding
nested collection of source sets:

=
{s} = SA,C SA C ... C SS {s}U V.
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We are interestedonly in those parametervalues where
the sink set of the cut is strictly reduced in size, A1 <
A2 < ... < Ap. From the thresholdtheorem it follows that
if j E Sk - Sk-1, then the optimal solution of xj lies in the
interval (Ak-, ,k]. So, to identify all these intervals it is
sufficientto find all breakpointvalues of A. The breakpoints
where the cut is changed can be generatedby a parametric
cut procedure.
Suppose we have a capacitated network where the
capacities are functions of a given parameter.The sourceadjacentarcs have capacitiesthatare monotonenondecreasing with the parametervalue, and the sink-adjacentarcs
have capacities that are monotone nonincreasingwith the
parametervalue. A form of a complete parametricanalysis
is to find all the breakpointsin the parametervalues where
the cut changes the source set. Obviously,there are at most
n breakpoints.Gallo et al. (1989) showed for linear monotone functions how to find all the breakpointsin the time
of a single minimum cut for the push-relabel algorithm.
Hochbaum(1997) showed that a complete parametricanalysis can be conductedusing the pseudoflow algorithmwith
the complexity of a single minimum cut. (To date these
are the only two types of algorithmsfor which the strong
complexity result of accomplishing a complete parametric
analysis in the complexity of a single run is valid.)
The algorithmsolving CCC, summarizedformallybelow,
makes calls to a procedurecalled parametric which is a
parametricminimumcut algorithmidentifyingall the breakpoints in the specified interval. The procedureparametric
=
has nodes of positive weight con(fj'(), j 1, ..., n, 1, u)
nectedto sourcewith capacityequalto the weight andnodes
of negativeweight connectedto the sink with capacityequal
to the absolute value of the weight. The capacity of an arc
(s, j) is thus max{0, fj(A)} and the capacity of an arc (i, t)
is min{0, fi'(A)}. These derivatives are monotone nondecreasingin A. Thus the source adjacentcapacitiesas a function of A are monotonenondecreasingand the sink adjacent
capacities are monotone nonincreasing.
Procedure Convex Closure (G, fj, j = 1, ..., n, [1, u])
Step 1. Call parametric (fj( ), j = 1, ..., n, 1, u). Let
the output be a set of up to n breakpointsA1, A2,..., Ap
and the correspondingsets of source sets of minimumcuts

S cS2...C Sp.

Step 2. Output the optimal solution x* where for

je

= Ak-1 + 1.
complexities of the algorithms of Gallo et al. and
Hochbaumare finding a single minimumcut plus an additional run time when the parametricfunctions are general
monotone.Althoughthis is not discussed explicitly in Gallo
et al. (the description there is only for linear monotone
functions)thatrun time is O(n log U). We furthershow that
the additionalrun time is equivalentto minimizing sums of
subsets of the convex functions fj().
At each iteration of parametric there is a search for
breakpointsin an interval [A1, A2] and the minimum cuts
resulting from setting the parametervalue to A1 and A2
have been computed. By comparing the cuts' source sets
xSk-Sk_,
The

C SA, it is easy to determinewhetherthe two cuts are
If not, there is a breakpointin the interval.
identical.
S,_
One way of identifying the breakpoint is selecting a
median A* in the interval and proceeding recursively on
[A*,A2] and [A,, A*]. This results in additionalrun time of
O(n log U) since each time a median point is selected, up
to O(n) capacities are adjusted.
An alternativeapproachis to observe that if there is a
single breakpointin the interval[A1, A2]then it is the value
A* where the cut capacities as functions of A intersect,

c, (A*)= CA2(A*)

The following statementshold:
1. CA,(A)- CA2(A) is a monotone nondecreasingfunction of A.
2. If there are two or more breakpointsin the interval
[A1,A2],then A*"separates"them in the sense that [A*,A2]
and [A,, A*] each contain at least one breakpoint.(This is
a corollaryof 1.)
Therefore,finding A* is requiredat most n times.
3. The complexity of finding A*is the same as the complexity of finding that the sum of derivatives of convex
functions is equal to a constantK (or finding the minimum
of a sum of convex functions plus the linear function K(A)
as we see below).
We provide a proof of 1 and 3: Let ({s} U S, {t} U
T1),
({s} U S2, {t} UT2) be the cuts correspondingto A1 and A2
respectively.
CA,(A) - CA2(A)
=

C(S1, TO)-

C(S29

T2)

+ C({s},T)(A)- C({s},T2)(A)
+ C(S1, {t})(A) - C(S2, {t})(A)
= K12+
C({s}, T \ T2)(A) C(S2 \

S1,

{t})(A),

K1,2 is a constantindependentof A. C({s}, T1\ T2)(A)is
a monotone nondecreasingfunction, and C(S2 \ S,, {t})(A)
is a monotonenonincreasingfunction. Thereforethe difference between these two terms is monotone nondecreasing.
Thus we proved 1.
To prove 3 we find the intersectionof the two functions,
0

= CA (A)- CA2(A)
= K1,2+ C({s},
\ T2)(A) - C(S2 \
= K,2 + E
jET\\T2

max{0, fj(A)} + E

S1,

{t})(A)

min{0, fi'(A)}.

iES2\S1

We now note that TI\ T2= S2 \ S; therefore, this sum
is K1,2 + EieS2\S fi'(A). Thus A* that solve this equation is
also the minimum argumentof the sum of convex functions, EiES2\S, fi(A) + KI,2A.
We call the search for A*in parametric,the A*-step.
Because the associated graph is a bipartite graph, we
use here variantsof the push-relabelalgorithmin the parametric minimum cut that have particularlyefficient running times for bipartite graphs of the type we are con-
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cerned with. Such algorithms are analyzed in a paper by
Ahuja et al. (1994). We select the FIFO implementationof
the push-relabelalgorithmwhich runs in time 0(n'n2) on
a bipartite graph with n1 and n2 nodes in the bipartition
where n1 < n2. Our bipartitegraphhas n and m nodes, and
thus the largest distance label is at most 2n. The running
time using the FIFO variantis thus O(n2m) for the inverse
spanning-treeproblem.The complexity of A*-stepdepends
on the convex functions. For the general convex function
definedon a variablein an intervalof width U, one can find
its integer minimumusing binary searchin time O(log U).
For the quadraticpenalty function, weighted absolute deviation and absolute deviationobjective function, this time is
instead O(n) for all O(n) functions. The total run time is
thus O(n2m+ n log C) for the general convex problem and
O(n2m) for the easily minimized convex objectives.
With the reformulationpresentedin ?4, the complexity
of step 1 is improved. The reformulationhas an associated graphthat is no longer bipartite,with O(n) additional
nodes, but still with the maximum node label bounded
by O(n). The maximum degree of a node in this graph
is O(logn). Thus, if we use the pseudoflow algorithm in
parametric,its complexity is the productof the maximum
label times the number of arcs and a logarithmic factor for a total of O(mn log2n). With some adaptation,
following the methods of Ahuja et al. (1994), the parametric push-relabelcan be used as well with complexity
O(mn log n log(n/ log n)).

6.1. The Absolute Deviation Problem
Consider the path graph in Figure 1 when the objective
function is the sum of absolute deviations CI~E IXj- C.
The functions, as proved in Lemma 3.1, are in fact
max{xj - cj, 0} for j E E\T and min{xj - cj, 0} for j E T.
Therefore,the derivativesdefining the weights of the nodes
in the parametricgraphare, for an out-of-treeedge node j,
0 in the range (-oo, cj] and then 1 in the range (cj, oo).
For an in-tree edge node the derivativeis -1 in the range
(-00oo,cj] and 0 in the range (cj, oo).
Considerthe modificationsin the parametricgraphG. as
the value of A increases from 1 to u. Let the indices of the
nodes in the associated graphbe orderedso that c <<c2 <
S..< cm. When A e (ci_1, ci], then nodes i, i+ 1,..., m are
isolated in the sense that the are connecting them to the
source or the sink has capacity 0 and thus can be removed
from the graph. As the value of A increases to ci, node i
joins the graph GA. It is therefore simpler to consider the
change in the minimum cut, if any, as one node at a time
joins the parametricgraph.The breakpointsare all in the set
{C, c2, ..., Cm}.The value ci is a breakpointif the addition
of node i increases the value of the flow by 1 unit.
Consider the auxiliary graph of the reformulation.
Again, it will be convenient to consider the reverse graph
(V1, V3, V2, A), where V1 are nodes adjacentto the source
representingthe O(n) edges of T, V2are the O(m) nodes
adjacentto the sink, and V3 are the O(n) added intermediary nodes between V1 and V2 in the reformulation.The
algorithmwill maintainthe reachabilitystatus of all nodes

(each node thathas a residualpath from the source reaching
it is labeled as reachable).Suppose a node of V1is added,
then updatingthe statusof nodes newly reachablefrom the
source and exploring whether the newly added node, and
thus the source,can reachan unsaturatednode of V2requires
O(n log n) work at most. If a node of V2is added, then it is
sufficientto check whetherany of its in-neighborsis reachable from source. If so, then there is an augmenting path
ending at that node. Because the indegree of a node in V2is
at most O(log n), the complexity of this step is O(log n).
To summarize,if the added node is i E V1,then the complexity is O(n log n), and for IV I nodes the complexity is
O(n2log n), accountingfor the addition of all nodes of V1.
If the addednode is i E V2,then the complexity is O(log n),
and for all IV2Inodes the complexity is O(m log n).
The total complexity is thus O((n2 + m) log n), which is
O(n2 log n).

6.2. The MaximumDeviation Problem
We now address the IST problem with the L, norm.
Sokkalingamet al. (1999) showed that the optimal value is
- cj)}. This quantity
8/2 where 8 = max{0, maxiETjEE\T(ci
can be calculated in a straightforwardmanner in O(mn)
steps. Sokkalingamet al. (1999) showed how to compute
8 in O(n2) steps. We use the reformulationto demonstrate
that this computationcan be done in O(m log n) steps.
In the auxiliarygraph (V1, V3,V2,A) we compute recursively for each node of V, U V3,the maximum value of ci
among all predecessorsof the node. The computationstarts
by labeling all nodes i of V, with their weights ci. For each
node of V3that has all its predecessorslabeled, assign it the
maximumlabel among all its predecessors.The complexity
of this process is the numberof arcs (adjacencyrelations)
visited, which is O(n log n). Now, for each node j of V2,
compare the value of cj to the label of each of its no more
than log n neighbors in V, U V3. Finding the value of 8 is
thus dominatedby this computation,which requiresat most
O(m log n) comparisons.When the graph is not dense, the
run time of O(m log n) is more efficient than O(n2).

7. COMPLEXITY
ISSUES IN CONVEX
MINIMIZATION
Nonlinear and nonquadraticoptimization problems with
linear constraints were proved impossible to solve in
strongly polynomial time in a complexity model of the
arithmeticoperations,comparisons,and the roundingoperation (Hochbaum 1994). That implies that even convex
minimization over a bounded interval may not be solved
in stronglypolynomial time. Instead,the complexity has to
depend either on the convex function analytic description
(or variability)or on the size of the interval. Therefore,all
algorithms for convex IST must have the log C factor in
the run time expression.
Integer minimization of a convex function on an interval of length U can be trivially accomplished using binary
search in O(log U). In the A*-step of the CCC algorithm
there are up to n convex functions minimizations over
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bounded intervals; thus, the complexity of that stage is
O(n log C).
Now, consider the problem of convex minimization in
real variables.The solution to such a problemmay be irrational and impossible to representwith finite accuracy.In
Hochbaumand Shanthikumar(1990) we introducedfor that
purposethe e-accuracycomplexity model. That complexity
model has the solutionto the continuousproblemgiven with
E-accuracyon a grid of size e or with a numberof significant bits that is O(log(1/E)). The negativeresult on strong
polynomiality translatesto requiringrun time which is at
least polynomial in log(U/e) for an E-accuratesolution.
The complexity of A*-step in the CCC algorithm is
O(n log C) for the integer-valuedsolution, or a complexity of O(n log(C/IE)) for the continuoussolution of E accuracy. The definition of the subgradientwhen we solve the
problem in continuousvariablewith e accuracyis f'(x) =
E. With the cut-basedalgorithmthe solv[f (x + E) -f
(x)].
of
the
scaled
ing
problem s-IST proceeds until s < E. This
increases the number of calls to the solution of s-IST to
O(log(C/E)).
For simple functions such as weighted absolute deviation functions,or quadraticfunctions, A*-stepcan be implemented in 0(1) for each of the intervalconvex minimization problems. Next, we discuss furtherthe complexity of
the problemwith the quadraticobjective function.

7.1. The Quadratic Convex Closure Problem
The negative result proved in Hochbaum (1994) on the
impossibility of solving constrainednonlinearproblems in
strongly polynomial time is not applicableto the quadratic
case. Thus, it may be possible to solve constrainedquadratic
optimizationproblemsin stronglypolynomialtime, yet very
few constrainedquadraticoptimizationproblemsare known
to be solvable in strongly polynomial time. For instance, it
is not known how to solve the minimum quadraticconvex
cost networkflow problemin stronglypolynomialtime. For
the convex quadraticIST problem, our result adds to the
limited repertoireof quadraticproblems solved in strongly
polynomial time.
In the quadraticcase, the CCC algorithmis implemented
to run in strongly polynomial time. This is easily achieved
because finding the minima in the A*-stepof the algorithm
amountsto solving a linearequationin one variable.Therefore, the run time required for finding all the minima is
O(n), and thus the overallruntime of the algorithmis dominated by the complexity of a single minimum cut. Note
that among the other algorithmsthat apply to the quadratic
IST none solves the problem in strongly polynomial time.
ENDNOTE
1. All minimum cut problems mentioned here are in fact
the minimum s, t-cut problem, which calls for a partition
of the graphto S and S so that S contains a specific source
node s and S contains t, and the total capacity of the arcs
between S and S is minimized.
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